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Crawford & Company appoints Four Property and
Casualty Adjusters to its Singapore Office
London –Crawford & Company, the world's largest independent provider of claims
management solutions, has strengthened its Asia Pacific operation by appointing four highly
experienced adjusters to the team. Benjamin Tan, Adrian Lee, Cliff Tan and Brian Yang have
joined Crawford’s property and casualty loss adjusting team in its Singapore office.

Collectively these four professionals have more than 25 years of loss adjusting experience in
the Singapore market; they have not only wide general property and casualty experience
but also specialized experience with the bailee's, freight forwarders, marine and stevedore
classes.

Prior to joining Crawford Benjamin Tan was responsible for the setting up the Property and
Casualty team in Ajax Loss Adjusters. While at Ajax he was assisted by both Adrian Lee and
Cliff Tan. Brian Yang joins from Insight Loss Adjusters.

Commenting on the appointments Andrew Tait, the general manager of Crawford in
Singapore, stated “I am delighted that we have been able to attract such a strong team to
Crawford here in Singapore. These four professionals have tremendous local experience
with the Singapore loss adjusting market; they will benefit our current clients as well as

create new opportunities for our office. I am therefore very excited at their decision as a
team to come and join us.”

Richard Martin, regional CEO of Crawford further commented that “This is excellent news
for Crawford in Singapore and provides further evidence of our commitment to push
Crawford to the top of every insurer’s ‘go to’ list of loss adjusters”.
‐ End ‐

Notes to News Editor:

Based in Atlanta, Ga., Crawford & Company (www.crawfordandcompany.com) is the world's
largest independent provider of claims management solutions to the risk management and
insurance industry as well as self‐insured entities, with an expansive global network serving
clients in more than 70 countries. The Crawford System of Claims Solutions® offers
comprehensive, integrated claims services, business process outsourcing and consulting
services for major product lines including property and casualty claims management,
workers compensation claims and medical management, and legal settlement
administration. The Company’s shares are traded on the NYSE under the symbols CRDA and
CRDB.

